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Marvelous Moments Fashion Pvt. Ltd. is a company that brings you

exquisite range of artificial Jewellery in single style and with unique

range of latest fashion at one place.
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About Us

Marvelous Moments Fashion Pvt. Ltd. is a company that brings you exquisite range of artificial

Jewellery in single style and with unique range of latest fashion at one place, Faridabad. The

company's promoters are well experienced and have rich experience of 25 years in the same filled.

Therefore, they decided to launch a scheme of direct selling of artificial Jewellery with their unique

plan of incentive & rewards to the distributor which brings happiness and prosperity into their life and

family. One can join the plan by simply purchasing the product kit of Gold or Diamond Artificial

Jewellery by paying just Rs.3000/- in cash/cheque/DD in favour of Marvelous Moments Fashion Pvt.

Ltd. After realisation of payment, Company will generate and provide the distributor a unique Identity

which entitled him to participate in 10 level Business Development Incentive program. I.D. No. is

placed in such a manner, that everyone who is having our unique I.D.No. gets benefits of Business

Development Incentive which in total of Rs.2.70 lacs approximately whether the particular Distributor

refer people for joining or not.(We place I.D.nos. starting from 01 to infinitive down the line).

Therefore, this plan makes itself different from the other ones by placing I.D. Nos. one by one, and

eliminate the several abuses of binary level programme which never give guarantee for any benefit if

one is not working. Since it is a unique plan and give guarantee for 10 level Business Development...

For more information, please visit
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RING

Stylish Finger Ring Diamond Ring

Kundan Ring
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ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY

Artificial Jewellery Artificial Jewellery

Artificial Jewellery Artificial Jewellery
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Designer Bangles Necklace

Ladies Hand Bags Mens Track Suit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Wholesaler



CONTACT US

Marvelous Moments Fashion Pvt. Ltd.
Contact Person: Mr. Dhiyan Singh

D-2, Second Floor, Above Gopal Furniture, Hardware Chowk, NIT 23/5, B Block, Park Elita
Floor, Sec-88, Greater Faridabad
Faridabad - 121001, Haryana, India
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